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02/26 DAKOTA fished the Turner area for goldies and one yellowtail. ESCAPE went over to San 
Esteban for goldies and yellowtail.
02/27 DAKOTA returned to Turner for three yellowtail and a few goldies. ROSIE boat went to San 
Esteban for limits of nice yellowtail trolling X-Raps. RED ROVER fished San Pedro Matir
in 69 degree water and caught nice bottom fish and got up close to three sailfish. bob reported pretty 
clear water in the area.
02/28 ROSIE boat was at Esteban for limits of yellowtail to 18 pounds and two sardinera. 
PERRYDIZE caught three yellowtail and goldies there also.
02/29  DAKOTA fished Esteban  for nice yellowtail, limits of goldies and sardinera (brownies). 
COPYCABANA went down to Pedro Matir for a great catch of grouper and sardinera. 
ESCAPE caught limits of big goldies at Punta Willard and saw a school of orcas “escorting” a large 
whale out of a bay 2-3 miles south of Willard. HILL BILLY YACHT fished Esteban for 10 yellowtail 
averaging 15 pounds. RED ROVER caught big goldies and three grouper from 10 to 25 pounds at 
San Pedro. PERRYDIZE was at Esteban for two yellowtail of 12 and 14 pounds, good goldies. and 
sardinera (brownies). ESCAPE had a great day on grouper and sardinera fishing in the rocks at 
Pedro Matir.
03/02 DAKOTA went to Esteban on smooth seas for two yellowtail, 8 
sheephead (one 10#, rest 6-8#), and limits of goldies. They fished in 200 to 280 
feet on the west side.
03/03 ROSIE fished the northwest corner of San Esteban for 13 yellowtail from 
15 to 18 pounds in 63 degree water. JAYHAWKER fished the Turner area and 
caught 25 bottom fish, a yellowtail and a 20 pound white sea bass near 
Deadman. Dr. Sally Bell caught a beautiful 20 pound pinto bass on SEA BASS at Deadman!
03/05 DAKOTA tried Turner and caught 15 yellowtail, mostly at Deadman plus a couple of sierra), 
and three from Esteban (plus three sheephead, triggerfish and goldies). The YT were from 12 to 15 
pounds.
03/13 JAYHAWKER fished the Turner area and picked up limits of goldies up to 7.7 pounds, four 
yellowtail, and a 24.6 pound white sea bass. EL SUENO caught eight yellowtail and bottom fish at 
Turner.
03/15 DAKOTA and SAND DOLLAR went to Turner for 12 yellowtail and goldies and four yellowtail 
(lost more), and a sierra, respectively. 
03/18 Foggy days at Turner. JAYHAWKER fished the Turner area for 18 yellowtail and a couple of 
sierra. WET WILLY made the run to San Pedro Matir and caught sardinere and goldies but the 
yellowtail were reported to be scarce. A second hand report from NORTHERNER gave a similar 
from Pedro. SAND DOLLAR also trolled the south end of Turner for 4 
yellowtail, two sierra and bottom fish. There was a rough tidal surge 
over the reef but the east side was producing in the am. Bonita, silver, 
green mackerel, and purple were the best colors.
3/19 Carl and I Overcast caught fish on Sun.  I got a 42.5 lb. white and 
Carl got a 48 Lb. white.  RED ROVER went to San Pedro and caught 
grouper and goldies. 
3/21 SAND DOLLAR  went to Turner and caught yellowtail and limits 
of goldies.  


